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Register



1 - Visit investimento.turismo.gov.br and select the option "Access" from the

upper-right corner of the home screen
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https://investimento.turismo.gov.br/


2 - In the access page, select the option Clique Aqui
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3 - Select the profile to fit your individual needs, subsequently, the button

Iniciar Cadastro
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Insert at least one

identification document and

don't forget to select the

button "+" when adding the

phone. At the end click in

the button "Salvar".

4 - Fulfill the register data

Investor, select your

interest area:
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5 - Read and agree the Terms of Use
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6 - You'll receive a register confirmation in your email

Your registration was successfully approved! 

If you had registered as an entrepreneur, we request that access the Tourism Investment Hub

of the Ministry of Tourism and register your project, which will available on the platform to

attract national and international investment to the enterprise. 

Note that, if this doesn't happen, the profile will be automatically deactivated within 45 days. 

Any doubts? Communicates with us that will be at your disposal for any explanations.

To access the hub, click here.

Your password: {System-generated password}

Ministry of Tourism

General Coordination of Investment Attraction 
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 7- Once your registration is approved,  just go back to the Access section

and use the password you received in your email to start using the hub
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https://pit.turismo.gov.br/#/login


Project Insertion



1 - After  you login in the plataform, select the option "Projetos" in the upper-

left corner
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https://pit.turismo.gov.br/#/login


2 - Select the option "Cadastrar (Register)"
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Insert your project

image, remember that

will be your cover and

must be in a good

resolution. The ideal is

1920x300 pixels. 

3 - In this page, you must fill in all the fields
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If you wanna make the

project available in

Portuguese and Spanish,

select the checkboxes.

In this case, you should

include one image, a

title, and a description

for any language.  



4 - Insert the project description with a great wealth of details
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To find these data,

search on Google Maps

and select the location

and click with the right

mouse button. The

necessary information is

provided on the top and

to copy automatically,

click with the left mouse

button. 

5 - Report the project city and state, with the latitude and longitude co-

ordinations 
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6 - Enter your company data and project shedule
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7 - Add project details and segment
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8 - Inform the project equipment details and insert the attachment, such as

the Work Plan, Executive Project, Master Plan, among others.
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In this case, the

fiels will appear

according to the

selected options



9 - Accepted the declaration and select the option "Salvar e Enviar". If you

haven't filled in all the fields and want to save it for later, just save
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In this section, you can

also see how the

project will look after

the publication
To save a draft,

the project will be

only available to

entrepreneur, to

edit later

 

Selecting the option

'Salvar e Enviar', the

project should be direct

to the curatorship and

further publication



Quick start
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1 - Register 2 - Acess the plataform using the
password received by email

3 - Insert your project

4 - Track the current status
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